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How We Came to Learn About Fracturing How We Came to Learn About Fracturing 
at the Ground Surfaceat the Ground Surface

Twin Lakes Landslide, 12 Mile 
Canyon, near Mayfield, Utah

1983

Aspen Grove 
Landslide, Ephraim 

Canyon, Utah

1983



A Fracture GroupA Fracture Group
Fractures at the Fractures at the 
ground surface ground surface 
are generally are generally 
part of a group, part of a group, 
which can which can 
present a very present a very 
complicated complicated 
picture such as picture such as 
we see here. we see here. 
We may be We may be 
able to able to 
understand the understand the 
group when we group when we 
understand the understand the 
individual individual 
fractures.fractures.



Three Modes of LOADING a Three Modes of LOADING a 
Vertical FractureVertical Fracture

Mode III

Mode II
Mode I

Modes of Loading of A Vertical Fracture



SIMPLE FRACTURESSIMPLE FRACTURES

In order to In order to ““readread”” a fracture group, we a fracture group, we 
need to need to ““readread”” individual components of individual components of 
the group. We will first focus on reading the group. We will first focus on reading 
individual individual simplesimple fractures which have fractures which have 
wonderfully simple outcomes: Simple wonderfully simple outcomes: Simple 
fracturesfractures are fractures that propagate in are fractures that propagate in 
their own planetheir own plane: : tension crackstension cracks (Mode (Mode 
I), I), shear fracturesshear fractures (Mode II, or Mode (Mode II, or Mode 
III, or both). III, or both). 
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SHEAR FRACTURES: FORMED IN SHEAR FRACTURES: FORMED IN 
MODES II & III LOADING AND FAILUREMODES II & III LOADING AND FAILURE
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SIMPLE SHEAR SIMPLE SHEAR 
FRACTURE: A FRACTURE: A 

SIMPLE FAULT SIMPLE FAULT 
(Mode II or Mode (Mode II or Mode 
III or both) in SoilIII or both) in Soil

Above: Moving ground on 
left. Groove without grass is 
fault that formed in 1983 and 
moved about 4 m in 1983-84. 

Right: Slickensided
Surface. The upper 10 cm of 
the fault surface formed in 
1984. Lower part formed in 
1985.



SIMPLE SHEAR FRACTURE:SIMPLE SHEAR FRACTURE:
A A PIECE OF BASAL SLIP SURFACE OF A UNIT OF THE PIECE OF BASAL SLIP SURFACE OF A UNIT OF THE 

TWIN LAKES LANSLIDE, UTAH TWIN LAKES LANSLIDE, UTAH 
(PROBABLY MODE II LOADING AND FAILURE)(PROBABLY MODE II LOADING AND FAILURE)

upper slide massupper slide mass

lower slide masslower slide massslickensidesslickensides



MODE I LOADING AND MODE I LOADING AND 
FAILUREFAILURE
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TENSION CRACK: MODE I TENSION CRACK: MODE I 
LOADING AND FAILURELOADING AND FAILURE



Mode I: Tension CracksMode I: Tension Cracks
Where the ground is subjected solely to tension, or to a Where the ground is subjected solely to tension, or to a 
combination of tension and compression in the case of combination of tension and compression in the case of 
pure shear, pure shear, tension crackstension cracks form. Tension fracturing is form. Tension fracturing is 
the most common kind of fracturing that we observe at the most common kind of fracturing that we observe at 
the ground surface in landslides and in deformation the ground surface in landslides and in deformation 
zones along earthquake faults.zones along earthquake faults.
Tension fracturing is reflected in highly irregular and Tension fracturing is reflected in highly irregular and 
interlocking traces of fractures and extremely rough interlocking traces of fractures and extremely rough 
fracture surfaces. Where there is compression as well as fracture surfaces. Where there is compression as well as 
tension, the traces of individual tension cracks, and tension, the traces of individual tension cracks, and 
zones of tension cracks, have a strong, average zones of tension cracks, have a strong, average 
preferred orientation, parallel to the maximum preferred orientation, parallel to the maximum 
compression direction (compression direction (CotterellCotterell and Rice, 1980).and Rice, 1980).



REVIEW OF LOADING MODESREVIEW OF LOADING MODES

I II III

Modes of Loading
(after Y. Gueguen, T. Reuschle and M. Darot)



COMPLEX FRACTURESCOMPLEX FRACTURES

In describing fractures , we distinguish In describing fractures , we distinguish 
simplesimple fractures and fractures and complexcomplex fractures. We fractures. We 
have already introduced simple fractures.have already introduced simple fractures.
Complex fracturesComplex fractures are defined as are defined as 
fractures that form in one fractures that form in one kinematickinematic regime regime 
and stress state and then accommodate a and stress state and then accommodate a 
different kind of deformation in a different kind of deformation in a 
subsequent, different subsequent, different kinematickinematic regime and regime and 
stress state. stress state. 



Example of a Complex Example of a Complex 
Fracture. It began as a Fracture. It began as a 
tension crack (Mode I tension crack (Mode I 

failure). failure). 
Then it accommodated Then it accommodated 
Mixed Mode I & Mode Mixed Mode I & Mode 
II, as shown by roots.II, as shown by roots.



Relatively large, Relatively large, 
Complex Structure inComplex Structure in

Pigpen Landslide, UtahPigpen Landslide, Utah



Complex Fracture Forms Step in RL StrikeComplex Fracture Forms Step in RL Strike--Slip Fault.Slip Fault.
A Tension crack joined the two fault segments and then A Tension crack joined the two fault segments and then 

transformed into a normal fault. transformed into a normal fault. 

String showsString shows
trace of striketrace of strike--slip faultslip fault



The connecting fracture became The connecting fracture became complexcomplex
when it initiated a obliquewhen it initiated a oblique--slip fault at depth. slip fault at depth. 

Right lateral faultRight lateral fault

Right lateralRight lateral
faultfault

Tension fractureTension fracture



Next year, after 4 m of slip on SS fault, the connector Next year, after 4 m of slip on SS fault, the connector 
broke again at a larger angle to the stepped SS fault. broke again at a larger angle to the stepped SS fault. 

19931993

19941994



Fractures that Started as Irregular Tension Cracks Fractures that Started as Irregular Tension Cracks 
(N(N--S) and Became LeftS) and Became Left--Lateral Faults at LandersLateral Faults at Landers

• The openings along the small, left-
lateral faults formed very differently 
from the openings of en-echelon tension 
cracks (and should not be confused with  
en-echelon cracks).

• We can, though, interpret the sense of 
shearing accommodated by a left-lateral, 
complexModeI/Mode II fracture
containing openings just as we do the 
sense of shearing associated with en-
echelon cracks.

• Where the zig–zag tension cracks 
sheared, the zigs might be closed and the 
zags opened further, so that the zags
appear much like en echelon cracks, 
allowing one to readily and correctly 
"read" the sense of shearing along the 
fractures! 



GROUPS OF SURFACE FRACTURES ARE GROUPS OF SURFACE FRACTURES ARE 
TYPICALLY A RESULT OF SUBSURFACE TYPICALLY A RESULT OF SUBSURFACE 

DEFORMATIONDEFORMATION
Another way Another way 
of putting it of putting it 
is: Surface is: Surface 
fractures are fractures are 
GUIDES to GUIDES to 
subsurface subsurface 
deformation deformation 
processes.processes.



Groups of Simple Fractures are Commonly Groups of Simple Fractures are Commonly 
Part of a Compound Structure at DepthPart of a Compound Structure at Depth
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COMPOUND FRACTURESCOMPOUND FRACTURES
COMPOUND FRACTURES are fractures that change COMPOUND FRACTURES are fractures that change 
orientation along their trend, but everywhere accomplish the orientation along their trend, but everywhere accomplish the 
same kind of differential displacement of adjacent blocks or same kind of differential displacement of adjacent blocks or 
plates of ground:plates of ground:

Simple fractures Simple fractures 
are generally are generally 
arranged in groups arranged in groups 
and the groups are and the groups are 
one type of one type of 
compound fracture. compound fracture. 
For example, the For example, the 
fractures in a group fractures in a group 
of enof en--echelon echelon 
tension cracks are tension cracks are 
part of a compound part of a compound 
fracture at depth, as fracture at depth, as 
illustrated here:illustrated here:

Mode I Failure Mode II Failure

Mode III Loading

Two Types of Compound Fractures



Groups of Simple Fractures we have Seen in the Field. Groups of Simple Fractures we have Seen in the Field. 
Tension cracks  (Mode I failure) which are GUIDES to rightTension cracks  (Mode I failure) which are GUIDES to right--
lateral loading in Mode III, below.lateral loading in Mode III, below.

Mode I Failure
Mode III Loading



Four Types of Compound FracturesFour Types of Compound Fractures
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COMPOUND FRACTURESCOMPOUND FRACTURES
(Faults)(Faults)

COMPOUND FRACTURES can consist entirely of faults: a COMPOUND FRACTURES can consist entirely of faults: a 
strikestrike--slip fault at depth propagating in Mode III sends small, slip fault at depth propagating in Mode III sends small, 
Mode II/Mode II/ModeIIIModeIII fault blades that propagate laterally and fault blades that propagate laterally and 
toward the ground surface.toward the ground surface.

The fractures in a The fractures in a 
group of engroup of en--echelon echelon 
fault segments are fault segments are 
also part of a also part of a 
compound fracture compound fracture 
at depth, as at depth, as 
illustrated to the illustrated to the 
right:right:

Mode I Failure Mode II Failure

Mode III Loading

Two Types of Compound Fractures



ANOTHER TYPE OF COMPOUND ANOTHER TYPE OF COMPOUND 
FRACTUREFRACTURE

A compound fracture can also be observed in a single A compound fracture can also be observed in a single 
fracture at the ground surface.fracture at the ground surface.
For example, the fracture in the following example For example, the fracture in the following example 
started as a fault segment (slicks).started as a fault segment (slicks).
Then, with further displacement of the slide mass, the Then, with further displacement of the slide mass, the 
fracture became complex by changing from a pure fracture became complex by changing from a pure 
fault segment to an open fracture segment.fault segment to an open fracture segment.
But in the process of opening, the fracture propagated But in the process of opening, the fracture propagated 
in Mode I along a trend oblique to the trend of the in Mode I along a trend oblique to the trend of the 
original fault,  so the fracture became a original fault,  so the fracture became a 
compound/complex fracture.compound/complex fracture.



A Complex/Compound A Complex/Compound 
FractureFracture1. The main body of the open fracture is 

about 30 cm long.

2. Its walls are oriented about 15° from the 
trend of the underlying fault or narrow 
fault zone, indicated by the two, 20 cm 
rulers.

3. The faces of the main body are slicked, 
indicating Mode II/ModeIII failure.

4. The 15 cm extension of the main fracture, 
the “wing crack,” has a very different 
orientation, about 60° from the trend of 
the two rulers. 

5. The surfaces of the wing crack are 
irregular and rough, consistent with 
Mode I failure in tension.

6. The combination of the open fault, a 
complex fracture, and its extension, the 
Mode I  “wing crack,” is a compound 
fracture.



GROUPS OF GROUPS OF 
SURFACE SURFACE 

FRACTURES FRACTURES 
AT LOMA AT LOMA 
PRIETA PRIETA 

(1989)(1989)
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A DETAILED MAP OF FAULT SEGMENTS A DETAILED MAP OF FAULT SEGMENTS 
AT LOMA PRIETAAT LOMA PRIETA



Analytical Analytical 
MapMap

An An analytical mapanalytical map shows the essential fracture elements in true position, shows the essential fracture elements in true position, 
orientation, and length so that the fracture elements can be intorientation, and length so that the fracture elements can be interpreted by erpreted by 
somebody familiar with fracture mechanics. (Width is typically esomebody familiar with fracture mechanics. (Width is typically exaggerated xaggerated 
in drawing, but is indicated by a number.)in drawing, but is indicated by a number.)
We know only that these are COMPLEX/COMPOUND fractures because wWe know only that these are COMPLEX/COMPOUND fractures because we e 
did not make some crucial observations of the nature of the fracdid not make some crucial observations of the nature of the fracture surfaces ture surfaces 
at depth..at depth..

•• Perhaps they began as fault segments (most likely). Then they Perhaps they began as fault segments (most likely). Then they formed as fault segments by formed as fault segments by 
upward Mode II/Mode III propagation.  Then they became COMPLEX/Cupward Mode II/Mode III propagation.  Then they became COMPLEX/COMPOUND OMPOUND 
because they subsequently opened in Mode I as leftbecause they subsequently opened in Mode I as left--lateral slip continued on the underlying lateral slip continued on the underlying 
fault.fault.
•• Perhaps they began as COMPOUND, enPerhaps they began as COMPOUND, en--echelon tension cracks (less likely because of their echelon tension cracks (less likely because of their 
orientation). After they opened COMPLEX/COMPOUND because they acorientation). After they opened COMPLEX/COMPOUND because they accommodated commodated 
opening and then slipopening and then slip




